
 
    

 

 

 

Company Description: Ralph Lauren 
Corporation designs, markets, and distributes 
men’s, women’s and children’s apparel, 
accessories, fragrances, and home furnishing. The 
company’s products are sold under a wide range of 
brands. Ralph Lauren’s operations include, 
wholesale, retail and licensing. 

BUY @$110.00 
Current Price:  $123.01 
Target Price:  $135.36 
Market Cap:  10.02B 
Average volume:          997.34K 
Gross margin:              61.10% 
Profit margin:              3.40% 
EBITDA Margin:        15.5% 

 

 

 
 
Thesis: Ralph Lauren is an iconic American 

fashion brand built on essential lifestyle promise. 
The brand has always been synonymous with high-
quality American apparel. The company has been 
preforming poorly in the market. However, RL last 
results were strong and continued to demonstrate 
progress on strengthen the brand and show 
indication that the stock is currently undervalued 
with a high potential of growth in the future. 

 
Catalysts:  

 Short Term(within the year):Drive targeted 
expansion in all regions and channels  

 Long Term (3+):  Expand the international 
business. 
A main focus on China’s growth. 
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Company within the industry: 

 
Ralph Lauren built a business empire by sketching out a national fashion 

identify with each design. However, in the recent years, the influence of 

the classic styles has vanished. Sales have flaked steadily as shoppers 

have moved on the casual wear, fast-fashion or even upstart preppy 

brands. The company wanted to keep its brand image and not move-on 

or change their designs, and that had them fall behind the retail industry. 

The company at some time has to adapt and expand within this industry. 

The industry attracts what is close to 30% if the total consumer spending 

in the USA alone; and it is a very competitive market. Currently, the 78 

year-old designer is trying to make a comeback to the brand. The 

company is focusing on becoming trendier in order to increase their sales and experience a higher profit. During 

the first quarter of 2017 north America revenue have fell 11% where the company’s shares were down to 88%, 

to $110.62. “We’ve yet to see that up-stick in sales” said Simon Siegel an analyst at Instinet LLC. “Ultimately, 

that is what is going to be necessary”.  

 

 

Business Overview:  
Ralph Lauren Corporation is galloping at faster clip than when its namesake 

founder first entered the arena 45 years ago. With golden mallet brands such as 

Polo by Ralph Lauren, Chaps, RRL, Club Monaco, and RLX Ralph Lauren, the 

company designs and market apparel and accessories, home furnishing and 

fragrances. Its collections are available at more than 13,000 retail locations worldwide, including many upscale 

and mid-tier department stores as in Macy’s that contributes up to 25% of Ralph Lauren’s wholesale revenue. 

The Brand operates more than 470 Ralph Lauren and Club Monaco retail stores worldwide in addition to 

615+ concession-based shops-within-shops and 10 e-commerce sites. The company is originally New York 

based, it operates in the US, Canada, Europe, Japan, China, South Korea, Southeast Asian and finally Latin 

America. Through a limit number of premier fashion retailers, the company peddles its collection brands 

worldwide. In the USA and Canada, department stores are a major wholesale customer. In Latin America and 

Europe, the wholesale products are sold in department stores and specialty stores respectively. As part of its 

sales effort, the brand distributes its goods to licensed stores operated by franchisees in EU, Middle East and 

Asia. The main licensing partners of the company are: L’Oréal, Peerless, Luxottica Group and Hanesbrands. 

 

Operations: 

Ralph Lauren operates through three main segments: Retail, Wholesale and Licensing. In 2016, the retail 

segment generated more than 53% of the revenue. It sells directly to customers thought their 465 retails 

stores in the US and internationally.   Wholesale represented 44.5% of the total sales, where RL sell their 

goods to major department stores and specialty shops in North America, EU, Asia and Latin America. The 

Licensing segment sells unrelated third parties the right to operate retail stores and use its trademarks in 



 
    

 

connection with making and selling designated products like apparel, eye ware and fragrances in certain 

geographical area.  In 2017 and 2018. The apparel retail and wholesale represented 100% of the revenue. 

 

  

Financial Performance: 

Ralph Lauren’s has enjoyed healthy revenue and profit growth over the past years as it continued to expand 

its retail business and international reach. Until 2016, where the company’s sales have dipped by 2.8% to 

$7.4B. This fall was mostly due to the wholesale sales in the US that decreased by 6%, in addition to lower 

sales in apparel and accessories business due to the decline in of the foreign tourist traffic. During the same 

year, the sales declines combined with the increase restructuring changes caused Ralph Lauren’s net income to 

slide to 44% to $396M. The company’s operating cash levels have then increased by 13% to almost $1B 

thanks to favorable changed in working capital tied to accounts receivable, prepaid expenses and other 

current asset. Looking at the following years 2017, 2018 we can see that there is a major decline on the 

revenue growth rate by -10.2% with  and -7.1% respectively. The company has indeed had its worst financial 

performance these past 2 years.  

 



 
    

 

 

  

Ownerships:  

Institutions own 117.40% of Ralph Lauren’s Float. 

Investment advisors own 78.87% of the float with 

Vanguard Group Inc. being the top holder 

11.89%. Bank of New York Mellon Corp come on 

the second place owning 8.43% of the float. 

Followed by BlackRock Inc. who also own a big 

portion of 7.98%. Hedge Fund Managers own 

11.47% of the total float. Hedge fund are more 

optimistic than investment advisors as they have 

been adding to their positions, there is change in the rate of +3.66 between the past year and the current year. 

Which means that they see the stock as a safe haven within the retail industry. 

 

 

 Sales outlook: 

Looking at the company’s first quarter, the results were strong and showed a continued progress on 

strengthening the brand a driving execution. The company has delivered a strong AUR growth, lower 

discount, higher grow margin and operating profit growth.Q1 revenue have increased by 3.7% on reported 

basic and 1% on constant currency. The revenue growth rate remains negative at a rate of -3.4% and 

compared to -7.1% during last year’s Q1. These positive results were mainly driven by the strong 



 
    

 

performance in Asia and the benefit of wholesale shipment timing through North America and EU.Asia 

revenue growth has increased by 16% in constant currency during Q1. Ralph Lauren have adjusted a high 

sales growth through their spring-summer product that lead by mid single-digit growth in the Polo brand. 

Adjusted grow margin expanded a 120 basis points in Q1. Adjusted operating margin was 11.1% up to 90 bps 

to last year’s Q1. Looking at the revenue by segments, wholesale revenue in EU have jumped by 13% in 

constant currency in the first quarter again it is due to the shift shipment timing. Turning to Asia, the revenue 

increased by 19%. There was an outstanding performance across the Asian market, 10% growth in japan, and 

over 40% growth in mainland china and 20% growth in greater China. Looking at the BS, the company has 

ended its quarter having $2B in cash and investments compared to $1.4 of the past year’s first quarter. 

Inventory has increased by 3% reflecting investments in EU factories and direct-to consumer expansion. 

The year-to-year revenue growth is currently at -3.4% and expected to keep increasing for the following 

predicted 7-10 years with a slower pace. Ralph Lauren will keep experiencing a growth rate of -0.3% in 2019 

with a revenue of $6.2 followed by a jump to a positive revenue growth of 2.3% in 2020 with a revenue of 

$6.3B, 2.5% in 2021 with a revenue of $6.4B and 4.1% for 2022 and 2023 similarly with a revenue increasing 

up to $7.1B. The growth will be a result of expanding the business internationally, and focusing on achieving 

the long-term goals of reaching $500M of revenue in the following 5 years from China alone. The company is 

also working on accelerating their digital growth. In EU Ralph Lauren will continue to elevate and improve 

their digital presence by upgrading their technology platform that are directly operated digital flagship, similar  

to what they implemented in North America. This way the company can target more customers by offering 

them a better consumer experience and that will act directly on the net sales. 

 

 

Competition: 

Retailers offering products that are unique have a distinct and absolute advantage over their competitors. As 

mentioned before, Ralph Lauren was slightly falling behind the industry therefore also falling behind their 

competitors. However, the brand still has its strong image that gives it a high value in comparison to the other 

brands in the sector. Comparing RL to other brands financially, we can see that the company has a negative 1-

year revenue growth with an average of -7.07% and a high EPS of 41.94%. that might resulted due to their 

operating income that were at 7.6% and increased to almost 11% in the current year,  because they managed 

to drop their cost of goods sold (COGS) by negative 6 points. Yet we can see an increase in their selling and 



 
    

 

general admin expenses that might be due to a distribution channels. 3

 

 

 

Conclusion:  

In conclusion, I recommend the Ralph Lauren stock as a buy @ $110.0 expecting a 22.4% return. I have also 

projected a one-year target price for the stock that is $135.06. Based on my analysis, Ralph Lauren stock is on 

a none-stop fluctuation and instability. However, the company is expecting a growth over the upcoming 10 

years (buy low, sell high).  Many factors can have a negative effect on the company such as the trade-war. Yet, 



 
    

 

there is a good potential on the company’s performance and revenue growth. 

 

 



 
    

 

 


